Audiometric, vestibular, and genetic aspects of a DFNA9 family with a G88E COCH mutation.
To perform genetic analysis and to analyze cochleovestibular impairment features in a newly identified Dutch family with nonsyndromic autosomal dominant hearing impairment (DFNA9). Genetic analysis was performed using microsatellite markers and single nucleotide polymorphisms. Audiometric data were collected and analyzed longitudinally. Results were compared with those obtained in previously identified P51S COCH mutation carriers (n = 74). Special attention was also given to a comparison of age-related features such as progressive hearing loss and vestibular impairment. Tertiary referral center. G88E COCH mutation carriers from a Dutch family. The study of clinical features of a DFNA9 family carrying a G88E COCH mutation and to compare this to the symptoms of those carrying a P51S/COCH mutation. Pure-tone thresholds, phoneme recognition scores, and vestibular responses of the G88E mutation carriers were essentially similar to those previously established in the P51S mutation carriers. Hearing started to deteriorate in G88E mutation carriers from age 46 to 49 years and onward, whereas deterioration of vestibular function started from approximately age 46 years. In the P51S mutation carriers, vestibular impairment started earlier, at approximately age 34 years. However, the difference in age of onset with the G88E mutation carriers was not significant. Remarkably, the proportion of patients who developed complete vestibular areflexia within the age range of 40 to 56 years was significantly lower for the G88E mutation carriers than for the P51S mutation carriers. Apart from a significantly lower frequency of vestibular areflexia between the ages of 40 and 56 years, there are no phenotypic differences between carriers of the G88E and P51S mutations in the COCH gene.